Open Night Literacy Stand

Take Home Resources:

Expected writing skills

School-wide Literacy Focus

Kindy Focus is Oral Language:

Preprimary Focus

V = Vocabulary: Using words accurately and looking up theme words
C = Connectives: Using "and", "but", "so", "because"
O = Openers: Using "because", "so", "then"
P = Punctuation: Using "full stops" and "question marks"

Year 1–6 Focus in Writing Is:

Voice:
I show my personality in my writing

Organisation:
I arrange my writing so readers can understand it

Ideas:
My writing is clear, focused and ideas flow

Conventions:
My writing has proper grammar, punctuation so it is easy to read

Excellent Word Choice:
I choose words that create pictures in reader’s mind

Sentence Fluency:
I vary sentence beginnings, lengths